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Simplified Procedure in Amortization of Debts
By Carroll D. Simmons

Accountants are accustomed to use compound interest and
annuity principles in problems directly and traditionally coming
under that classification. But they often overlook the use to be
made of these principles in cases where the compound interest or
annuity feature is not “labeled on the bottle.’’ The following
illustrative case, containing the main features of an instalment
selling situation common to several fields of selling, is a typical
example of the latter type.
Illustrative case:
A man purchases a house and lot for $4,500, paying $750
in cash and giving his note for $3,750 at 8 per cent., payable
$45 a month beginning one month from purchase date, the
agreement specifying that each monthly payment as made
shall be applied first to pay interest on the principal and the
balance used to reduce the principal. He is to receive a
warranty deed when his equity amounts to $1,250.

Two questions which may arise at the date of the sale, or at any
time, are:
(1) How many payments will be required to retire the note?
(2) What is the purchaser’s equity at the end of any stated
period? A special question in the above case is, When will the
purchaser have acquired the equity necessary to entitle him to
receive the warranty deed?
NUMBER OF PAYMENTS REQUIRED

Solution by arithmetic. The number of payments required to
retire the debt can be determined arithmetically by setting up a
reduction schedule showing in detail the crediting of successive
monthly payments and continuing the computations until theunpaid balance is reduced to zero. Table 1 below shows such a
schedule for the illustrative case, skeletonized, however, to include
only the first twelve months, the last three months and the last
month of each year for the period in between. This schedule
shows that it will require slightly more than 122 payments to
amortize the debt. It will be entirely paid off with the 123rd
monthly payment.
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Table 1
Schedule of credits of monthly payments of $45 on a note
of $3,750, interest at 8% a year, payments being
applied first to pay accrued interest and
then to reduce the principal

Payment at Application of payment
end of month No. Interest Principal
(2)
(1)
(3)
1
$25.00
$20.00
2
24.87
20.13
3
24.73
20.27

Status of principal
Balance due
Total paid
(5)
(4)
$3,730.00
$ 20.00
3,709.87
40.13
3,689.60
60.40

4
5
6

24.60
24.46
24.32

20.40
20.54
20.68

80.80
101.34
122.02

3,669.20
3,648.66
3,627.98

7
8
9

24.19
24.05
23.91

20.81
20.95
21.09

142.83
163.78
184.87

3,607.17
3,586.22
3,565.13

10
11
12

23.77
23.63
23.48

21.23
21.37
21.52

206.10
227.47
248.99

3,543.90
3,522.53
3,501.01

24
36
48

21.70
19.76
17.67

23.30
25.24
27.33

518.65
810.70
1,126.07

3,231.35
2,939.30
2,623.03

60
72
84

15.40
12.94
10.28

29.60
32.06
34.72

1,469.53
1,840.51
2,242.28

2,280.47
1,909.49
1,507.72

96
108
120

7.40
4.28
.90

37.60
40.72
44.10

2,677.39
3,148.62
3,658.96

1,072.61
601.38
91.04

121
122
123

.61
.31
.01

44.39
44.69
(44.99 *)

3,703.35
3,748.04
3,750.00

46.65
1.96

*Only $1.96 required.

Solution by formula. The preparation of such a schedule of
payments, even with the aid of printed interest tables and calcu
lating machines, requires considerable time and is at best a tedious
process. Though it does not seem to have been generally noticed,
the successive credits to the principal of the note after the first
427
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such credit are the sums on the respective dates which the first
credit would amount to if placed at interest compounded as often
as payments are made and at the rate borne by the debt. In
column 3 of table 1, the second principal credit is larger than the
first by the interest on the first for one month at 8/12 or 2/3
per cent. This is so because the first credit of $20 reduces the
interest requirement for the second month by the amount of the
interest on the reduction and thereby allows the addition of this
sum to the principal credit. In general terms the principal
credit, Cn, at the end of any month, n, can be expressed by the
formula
Cn=C1

where C1 is the initial credit and i is the rate of interest per pay
ment period. With successive payments, the principal credit ap
proaches the total monthly payment, P, as its maximum value, i. e.,
Cn or C1 (l+i)n-1—>P

as n takes on successive integral values. Though the interest
credit never quite reaches P, we can set the expression equal to
P and solve for n to get the formula desired:
log P-log C1
n = 1 +------------------ •
log (1+i)

Assigning to n the integral value next below the value obtained
from this formula will always give the number of the monthly pay
ment which will completely amortize the debt. In the illustrative
case P is $45, Ci is $20, and i is ⅔ per cent. Solution for n in the
above formula gives a value of 123.04+. The next integer below
this is 123 and this answer agrees with the one obtained by setting
up the schedule in table 1.
Solution by interpolation in compound-interest table. By using a
compound-interest table for the appropriate rate
per cent.),
the value of n in the problem can be obtained by interpolation,
since it is one more than the number of periods required for $20 to
amount to (almost) $45 or for $1 to amount to 45/20 or $2.2500.
Such a table shows the following amounts:
122 periods = 2.2493,3409
123 periods = 2.2643,2965

As the last interest credit never quite reaches the amount of the
monthly payment, we use the tabular number of periods for the
amount next below 2.2500,0000, or 122, and add one to give the
answer, 123.
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The following general rule can now be stated for finding the
number of months required to pay a debt by instalments, when
each monthly payment is applied first on the accrued interest and
then to reduce the principal:
(1) Compute the interest for one month on the total
debt and subtract this amount from the monthly payment
to get the first principal credit.
(2) Divide this principal credit into the total monthly
payment.
(3) Look in a compound-interest table at the appropriate
rate (1/12 the nominal annual rate) for the tabular amount
next below this quotient, take the number of periods cor
responding, and add 1 for the answer.
Added to the other advantages of this method is the fact that if
at any time the schedule of payments is thrown out of line by the
payment of more than the regular instalment, the number of pay
ments then remaining to be made can be obtained by computing
the next principal credit and finding by interpolation the time
required for this payment to grow to an amount (nearly) equal to
the total monthly payment.
purchaser’s equity

Solution by arithmetic. To find by arithmetic the purchaser’s
equity at any stated date, the schedule shown as table 1 can be
used. Column 4 of this table shows the accumulated principal
credits at each payment date. This sum plus the initial cash pay
ment gives the purchaser’s equity. For the illustrative case it is
desired to know when the purchaser’s equity will reach $1,250
and thereby entitle him to a warranty deed. Since the initial
cash payment was $750, the problem is to find when the accumu
lated credits will amount to $500 (or more, but not less). The
schedule shows that this will be at the time of making the 24th
payment.
Solution by formula. As the successive principal credits form
the amounts of a compound-interest series, it follows that the
accumulated credits form a series representing the successive
amounts of an annuity of 1 per period at the given rate. In
other words, to get the accumulated credits, A, at the time of
making the nth payment, we use the formula
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In the illustrative case, suppose it is desired to compute the
accumulated credits upon making the 60th payment.
A60 = $20

(1.0066,6667)60—1
.00666667

= $1,469.54.

This sum agrees within one penny with that shown in the schedule.
Solution using annuity table. It is seen at once that the solu
tion above can be performed by the use of an annuity table, or
table of the amounts of 1 per period, at the given rate. To get
the accumulated interest credits in the illustrative case at the
60th payment, we find in the table that the amount of $1 per
period for 60 periods at ⅔ per cent is 73.4768,5625. This sum
multiplied by $20 gives the answer, $1,469.54. The following
general rule can then be stated for finding the accumulated credits
at the end of any stated number of periods:
(1) Compute the interest for one month on the total debt
and subtract this amount from the monthly payment to get
the first principal credit.
(2) From an annuity table, get the figure for the amount
of a payment of $1 per period for the stated number of periods
at the appropriate interest rate (1/12) of the nominal annual
rate).
(3) Multiply this figure by the amount of the first princi
pal credit to get the answer.

Not only will this rule give quickly and accurately the accumu
lated credits at any stated date but the device is also useful in
cross-checking an arithmetically computed schedule at any de
sired point of time.
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